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Stabilizing the invisible axion in 3-3-1 models
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By introducing localZN symmetries withN511,13 in two 3-3-1 models, it is possible to implement an
automatic Peccei-Quinn symmetry, keeping the axion protected against gravitational effects at the same time.
Both models have aZ2 domain wall problem and the neutrinos are strictly Dirac particles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, observations of the core mass distribution in
cluster of Galaxies Abell 2029 using the NASA’s Chand
X-ray Observatory suggest the existence of cold dark ma
~CDM! @1#. On the other hand, the Wilkinson Microwav
Anisotropy Probe measurements of the cosmic microw
background temperature anisotropy and polarization are
consistent with CDM and a positive cosmological const
@2#. Although the exact nature of the CDM is not known y
candidates for this sort of matter are elementary partic
such as neutralinos or the invisible axion@3#. However, early
invisible axion models@4,5# are unstable against quantu
gravitational effects@6#, which may generate a large axio

mass and also spoil the value of theūeff parameter. One way
to stabilize the axion is by considering large discrete ga
symmetries in the sense of Ref.@7# as was done in the multi
Higgs-boson extension of the standard model@8#, the 3-3-1
model@9#, or the supersymmetric model@10#. The search for
dark matter is of course related to the search for new phy
beyond the standard model which in turn is related to
existence of new fundamental energy scales. In the literat
the most easily recognized fundamental energy scales
those related to supersymmetry, the neutrino masses, g
unification, and superstring theory.

In this vein, it is worth recalling once more that it ha
been known for a long time that the measured value of
electroweak mixing angle sin2uW(MZ)50.23113&1/4 ap-
pears to obey, at an energy scalem, anSU(3) symmetry in
such a way that sin2uW(m)51/4 @11#. Hence, if the value of
sin2uW is not an accident, it may be considered as an ind
tion of a new fundamental energy scale of the order of a
TeVs. Notwithstanding, in models withSU(3) electroweak
symmetry there is trouble when we try to incorporate quar
A solution to this issue is to introduce an extraU(1) factor
such as in 3-3-1 models@12,13#, to embed the model in a
Pati-Salam-like model@14#, or even to embed it in theorie
of TeV gravity @15#.

Independently of the axion or dark matter issues, 3-
models are interesting possibilities, on their own, for phys
at the TeV scale. At low energies they coincide with t
standard model and some of them give at least a partial
planation of some fundamental questions that are accom
dated but not explained by the standard model. For insta
~i! in order to cancel the triangle anomalies the number
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generations must be three or a multiple of three;~ii ! the
model of Ref. @12# predicts that (g8/g)25sin2uW/(1
24sin2uW); thus there is a Landau pole at the energy scalem
at which sin2uW(m)51/4, and according to recent calcula
tions m;4 TeV @16#; ~iii ! the quantization of the electric
charge@17# and the vectorial character of the electromagne
interactions@18# do not depend on the nature of the neut
nos, i.e., whether they are Dirac or Majorana particles; a
~iv! the model possessesN51 supersymmetry naturally a
the m scale@19#. If right-handed neutrinos are considered
transform nontrivially, 3-3-1 models@12,13# can be embed-
ded in a model with 3-4-1 gauge symmetry in which lepto
transform as (n l ,l ,n l

c ,l c)L;(1,4,0) under each gauge facto
@20#.

Models withSU(3) @or SU(4)] symmetry may have dou
bly charged vector bosons. These types of bileptons may
detected by measuring the left-right asymmetries in Mø
scattering@21#, for instance, at the E158 SLAC experimen
~which use 48 GeV polarized electrons scattering off un
larized electrons in a liquid hydrogen target@22#!; or in fu-
ture lepton-lepton accelerators. It is interesting that the w
interaction’s parity nonconservation has never been obse
in lepton-lepton scattering. Those asymmetries may also
used for seeking a heavy neutralZ80vector boson, which is
also a prediction of these models, inem collisions@23#. Sin-
gly and doubly charged vector bileptons may also be p
duced ine2g @24# or gg @25# or hadron@26# colliders. New
heavy quarks are also part of the electroweak quark mu
plets in the minimal model representation. They are sing
under the standard modelSU(2)L ^ U(1)Y group symmetry.
In some versions their electric charge is different from t
usual one, so that it can be used to distinguish such a m
from their viable competitors. In fact, thepp̄ production and
decay of these exotic quarks at the energies of the Teva
have been studied in Ref.@27# where a lower bound of 250
GeV on their masses was found. This sort of model is a
predictive with respect to neutrino masses@28#; the models
can implement the large mixing angle Mikheyev-Smirno
Wolfenstein solution to the solar neutrino issue@29#, and also
the almost bimaximal mixing matrix in the lepton sect
@30#.

Summarizing, from the present experimental data,
those from the CERNe1e2 collider LEP, 3-3-1 models are
safe if the symmetry breaking from 3-3-1 to 3-2-1 occurs
the level of TeVs; however, they have rich phenomenologi
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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consequences as we mentioned above. It will be interes
to search for some of the new particles that are presen
these models, as extra Higgs scalars, exotic quarks, and
tor bileptons, at the energies of the upgraded DESYep col-
lider HERA and Tevatron@26,31#. The scalar sectors ar
equivalent to multi-Higgs-boson extensions of the stand
model; for instance, underSU(2)L ^ U(1)Y the model with
three triplets has two doublets and several non-Hermi
singlets, while the model with a sextet has three doublet
complex triplet, and several complex singlets. In particu
the neutral singlet (x0) is Z-phobic @its coupling with Z0

vanishes when the scale of theSU(3)L symmetry goes to
infinity# and for this reason it evades the LEP constraints.
a finiteSU(3)L energy scale there are corrections that can
calculated by using the obliqueS, T, andU radiative param-
eters which constrain the allowed masses for the leptoqu
and bileptons@32#. These masses are of the same order
magnitude, a few TeV, as those allowed by the running of
coupling constants. Through the condition sin2uW(m)50.25,
the running is sensitive to a new degree of freedom. Hen
the masses of exotic scalars and bileptons run from hund
of GeV to a few TeV@33#. We will return to this point later.

Turning back to the axion, the interesting point is tha
Peccei-Quinn~PQ! symmetry@34# is almost automatic in the
classical Lagrangian of 3-3-1 models. It is only necessar
avoid a trilinear term in the scalar potential by introducing
Z2 symmetry@35#. Unfortunately, even in this case the P
symmetry is explicitly broken by gravity effects. In order
stabilize the axion, and at the same time automatically imp
ment the PQ symmetry, we must introduce local discr
symmetriesZN . In fact, recently it was shown that in a ve
sion of the Tonasse and Pleitez 3-3-1 model@13# it is pos-
sible to implement both symmetriesZ13 and PQ automati-
cally; thus the axion is naturally light and there is no dom
wall problem@9#.

We will consider in this work two 3-3-1 models in whic
only the known leptons transform nontrivially under th
gauge symmetry, as in Ref.@12#, but we add also right-
handed neutrinos and exotic charged leptons transformin
singlets. In one model~model A! we consider a scalar sexte
but it is possible to use only three scalar triplets~model B!.
Both models admit a large enough discreteZN symmetry,
implying a natural light invisible axion.

II. THE AXION IN TWO 3-3-1 MODELS

We will consider two versions of the 3-3-1 model of Re
@12#. In model A we use three scalar triplets and a sex
while in model B we avoid the scalar sextet. In both mod
we introduce also a scalar singlet,f;(1,1,0), and lepton
singlets.

The quark and lepton sectors have the same represent
content in both models. We have quarks transformi
under SU(3)C^ SU(3)L ^ U(1)N , as follows: QmL

5(dm ,um , j m)L
T;(3,3* ,21/3), m51,2; Q3L5(u3 ,d3 ,J)L

T

;(3,3,2/3), and the corresponding right-handed compone
in singlets, uaR;(3,1,2/3), daR;(3,1,21/3), a51,2,3;
JR;(3,1,5/3); j mR;(3,1,24/3); the leptons are the know
ones and transform as triplets (3a,0), CaL5(na ,l a ,l a

c)L
T , a
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5e,m,t; and we also add right-handed neutrinos and
charged lepton in the singletsnaR;(1,1,0), EL,R;(1,1,
21) @36,37#. The scalar sector, in the minimal version, h
only three tripletsx5(x2,x22,x0)T, r5(r1,r0,r11)T,
h5(h0,h1

2 ,h2
1)T, transforming as (1,3,21),(1,3,1), and

(1,3,0), respectively, and a scalar singletf;(1,1,0).
With the quark and scalar multiplets above we have

Yukawa interactions

2L Y
q5Q̄iL~FiauaRr* 1F̃ iadaRh* !1l imQ̄iL j mRx*

1Q̄3L~G1auaRh1G̃1adaRr!1l1Q̄3LJ1R8 x1H.c.,

~1!

where repeated indices mean summation.

A. Model with a scalar sextet„model A…

In this model we add a scalar sextetS;(1,6,0) with the
following electric charge assignment:

S5S s1
0 h1

2 h2
1

h1
2 H1

22 s2
0

h2
1 s2

0 H2
11
D , ~2!

and we will assume that onlys2
0 gets a nonzero vacuum

expectation value in order to give the correct mass to
known charged leptons plus a mixing with the heavy lepto
(Ka and Ka8 terms below!. The Yukawa interactions in the
lepton sector are given by

2L Y
l 5Hab

n C̄aLnbRh1Hab
l C̄aLS~CbL!c1KaC̄aLERr

1Ka8x
TĒL~CaL!c1GEĒLERf1H.c., ~3!

whereHab
l is a symmetric matrix in the generation space;

have omittedSU(3) indices. Neutrinos are strictly Dirac pa
ticles since the total lepton number will also be automatica
conserved.

Next we impose aZ13 discrete symmetry under which th
fields transform asQiL→v2

21QiL , Q3L→v0Q3L , uaR

→v3uaR , daR→v5
21daR , JR→v4JR , j mR→v6

21 j mR, CL

→v6CL , EL→v3EL , nR→v4
21nR , ER→v1ER , h

→v3
21h, r→v5r, x→v4

21x, S→v1
21S, f→v2f, where

vk5e2p ik/13,k50, . . . ,6.Notice that ifN is a prime number
the singletf can transform under this symmetry with an
assignment~but the trivial one!, otherwise we have to be
careful with the way we choose the singletf to transform
under theZN symmetry. This symmetry implies that the low
est order effective operator that contributes to the axion m
is f13/MPl

9 which gives a mass of the order (vf)11/MPl
9 and

also keeps theū parameter small as discussed in Ref.@9#.
The most general scalar potential invariant under

gauge andZ13 discrete symmetries is

V331
(A)5VH1~lf1fe i jkh ir jxk1lf2xTS†rf* 1H.c.!,

~4!
2-2
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW D69, 077702 ~2004!
whereVH denotes the Hermitian terms of the potential. Th
scalar potential has the correct number of Goldstone bos
and an axion field.

After imposing theZ13 symmetry defined above we hav
that both the total lepton numberL and the PQ symmetry ar
automatic. The PQ charge assignment is as follows:

uL85e2 iaXuuL , dL85e2 iaXddL , l L85e2 iaXl l L ,

nL85e2 iaXnnL , j L85e2 iaXj j L , JL85e2 iaXJJL ,

EL85e2 iaXELEL , ER85e2 iaXERER , ~5!

and in the scalar sector we have the following PQ charg

h0: 22Xu52Xd5Xn2XnR
,

h1
2 : 2~Xu1Xd!5Xu1Xd5Xl2XnR

,

h2
1: 2~XJ1Xu!5Xj1Xd52~Xl1XnR

!,

r0: 2Xu522Xd5Xl2XER
,

r1: 2~Xu1Xd!5Xu1Xd5Xn2XER
,

r11: 2~XJ1Xd!5Xj1Xu52~Xl1XER
!,

x82: 2~Xu1XJ!5Xd1Xj5Xn1XEL
,

x22: 2~Xd1XJ!5Xu1Xj5XEL
1Xl ,

x0: 22XJ52Xj5XEL
2Xl , f: 22Xj ,

s1
0: Xd13Xj52Xn , h1

2: 3Xj2Xd5Xl1Xn ,

h2
1: 4Xj52Xl1Xn , s2

0: 4Xj22Xd50,

H1
22: 3~Xj2Xd!52Xl , H2

11: 5Xj2Xd522Xl .
~6!

From Eqs. ~6! we obtain the relationsXj52XJ5 1
2 Xd5

2 1
2 Xu52 2

3 Xl52 2
3 XnR

5 2
5 Xn5 2

5 XER
52XEL

52 1
2 Xf .

Notice that the mass scale related to the exotic char
lepton E, up to an arbitrary dimensionless constantGE
;O(1), is related to the PQ energy scale since the requ
ment of the symmetries of the model imposes the Yuka
couplings in Eq.~3!.

Notice that, at the energy scale below the breakdown
theSU(3)L symmetry, this model has scalar multiplets tran
forming underSU(3)C^ SU(2)L ^ U(1)Y as follows: two
doublets (r1,r0);(1,2,11), (h0,h2);(1,2,21) and a
non-Hermitian triplet (H22,h1

2 ,s1
0);(1,3,22). With the

lighter scalar multiplets, and the usual degrees of freed
the energy scale at which sin2uW50.25 is 5.2 TeV. The dou-
blets (x2,x22);(1,2,22), (h2

1 ,h0);(1,2,11) and the
extra vector bosons have masses proportional tovx ; the lep-
ton singletE has a mass of the order ofvf . More details will
be given elsewhere.
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B. Model with three scalar triplets „model B…

In this model we do not introduce the scalar sextet and
Yukawa interactions are

2L Y
l 5Hab

n ~C!aLnbRh1Hab
l e i jk~C! iaL

c C jbLhk

1KaC̄aLERr1Ka8x
TEL~CaL!c1GEĒLERf*

1H.c., ~7!

whereHab
l is now an antisymmetric matrix. In both Yukaw

interactions above, a general mixing is allowed in ea
charge sector. As in the previous model, neutrinos are stri
Dirac particles. The charged leptons gain mass as in R
@37#.

If we want to implement a given texture for the quark a
lepton mass matrices we have to introduce more scalar
lets, and a largerZN symmetry will be possible in the mode

Let us introduce aZ4 symmetry with parameters denote
by ṽ0 , ṽ1 , ṽ1

21, andṽ2[ṽ2
21. uaR , QiL , andnaR trans-

form with ṽ1 , daR , Q3L , CaL , ER , x, and f transform
with ṽ1

21, h transforms withṽ2, and all the other fields

remain invariant, i.e., transform withṽ0. After Z4 is im-
posed, the total lepton numberL and the PQ andZ11 sym-
metries are all automatically implemented in the Yuka
sector and in the scalar potential. The most general sc
potential is then

V331
(B)5VH1~lfe i jkh ir jxk1H.c.!. ~8!

The following Z11 symmetry is automatically imple
mented in both the Yukawa interactions and in the sca
potential: QiL→v3QiL , Q3L→v0Q3L , uaR→v4uaR , daR

→v1
21daR , JR→v5

21JR , j mR→v3
21 j mR, CL→v2CL , EL

→v3EL , nR→v5
21nR , ER→v1ER , h→v4

21h, r→v1r,
x→v5x, f→v2

21f. It happens that, in addition to theZ11

symmetry, theU(1)PQ and the conservation of the total lep
ton number are also automatic, i.e., a consequence of
gauge symmetry and renormalizability of the model, in t
interactions in Eqs.~1!, ~7!, and~8!. The PQ charge assign
ments for the fermions in the model are as in Eq.~5!; and in
the scalar sector we have constraints equations as in the
vious subsection. In this case, proceeding as in the mode
we obtain the relationsXd5Xu50 andXl5XnR

5Xn5XER

52 1
2 Xj5

1
2 XJ52 1

3 XEL
5 1

4 Xf . Notice that for leptons the
PQ transformations are not a chiral symmetry. As in mo
A, we see from Eq.~7! that the mass scale related to th
singlet charged leptonE is related tovf . Moreover, in this
model we have that sin2uW50.25 at 4 TeV.

III. CONCLUSIONS

We have built two invisible axion models in which th
axion is naturally light and protected against quantum gr
ity effects. In model A, theZ13 symmetry has to be impose
but in model B theZ11 symmetry is automatically imple
mented in the classical Lagrangian after imposing aZ4 sym-
metry. With a Z13 symmetry the axion is protected from
2-3
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gravitational effects even ifvf'1012 GeV but, with aZ11
symmetry,vf&1010 GeV. In both models the PQ symmetr
is automatically implemented in the classical Lagrangian
the sense that it is not imposed on the Lagrangian but is
a consequence of the particle content of the model, its ga
invariance, renormalizability, and Lorentz invariance.

We would like to stress the strong constraint put on mo
building by the approach proposed in Refs.@8,9#. Once the
symmetry ZN is used, automatic or imposed, there is
choice for new interactions. In this vein, in both models ne
trinos are strictly Dirac particles, and for this reason bo
models will be ruled out if the neutrinos turn to be Majora
particles, say, by observation of the neutrinoless double
decay.

In the PQ solution to the strongCP problem the quark
contributions toū are such thatū→ ū22a( fXf , where f

denotes any quark. In both models we haveū→ ū22aXj
K

B

.H
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and we have the domain wall problem related toZ2,U(1)PQ
for Xj52.

Concerning the CDM, we would like to call attention to
new possible candidate: a light and stable scalar in nonsu
symmetric models@38,39#. Although the mass of this scala
is in the range 32 GeV&m,MZ , the model is still compat-
ible with the LEP data since the lightest scalar is almos
singlet underSU(2)L ^ U(1)Y , and it may be mistaken for a
light, mx&50 GeV@40#, or for the usual,mx*50 GeV, neu-
tralino. We recall that the latter bound comes from LE
searches for the corresponding charginomx6*;100 GeV.
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